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Alex Heller was born in 1925, just in time to make sure that he would be 
drafted into Los Alamos in WWII. (He and John Kemeney took the midnight-to- 
dawn shift, an arrangement they considered much to their advantage in that when 
others had to fall in for the morning line-up they were still punching numbers.) 
He returned to Columbia University to be elected to Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma 
Xi, receive his A.B. with honors in Mathematics in 1947 and his Ph.D. (with 
Samuel Eilenberg) in 1950. After a stay at the Institute of Advanced Study as a 
National Research Council Fellow he became a Benjamin Peirce Instructor at 
Harvard in 1952. He joined the faculty of the University of Illinois in 19.54, 
received a Sloan in 1956 and became a full professor in 1959. 
It is only with great difficulty that most of us can imagine Alex in deserts or 
prairies: he belongs in a city, whether Oxford, Paris, Milan, Sydney or New York 
and it was with great relief that we all learned in 1965 that he was being called by 
the City University of New York to help create their graduate department in 
mathematics. He has, of course, been a New Yorker ever since (if, in fact, he had 
ever ceased being one) even when he’s been in Oxford (1974-75), Paris (1979), 
Milan (1984) or Sydney (1985). 
In 1969 I was asked by North-Holland to start this journal (which they 
originally wanted to call a journal of category theory - Peter Hilton helped in 
convincing them that the present title would be better) and I insisted that it be a 
joint venture with Alex. Within a year he was promoted by CUNY from 
Professor to Distinguished Professor, but no doubt that would have happened 
anyway. May this special volume from a few of his many friends serve as a token 
of our esteem. 
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